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Re: (8)- Notice of NSA’s Assessment of Purge Practices
and Discovery of Incomplete Purges

Dear Judge Walton:

(Sf In describing its remedial efforts regarding most compliance incidents, the 
Government reports to the Court regarding when data has been purged from Government 
systems. On January 16, 2014, the National Security Agency (NSA) reported to the National 
Security Division (NSD) and the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) that two 
studies of NSA’s purge practices (in 2011 and 2012, respectively) had identified incompletely 
purged data.1 The purge studies were conducted to verify and improve NSA’s purge protocol, 
which was extensively briefed to the Court in 2010. The purge studies identified a small 
percentage of communications that had been added to NSA’s Master Purge List (MPL), but had 
not been purged fron^H relevant NSA.systems. The incomplete purges appear to have resulted 
from mistakes in^^^^mspects of the purge process.

1 (Sh NSA’s report was the result of NSD follow-up questionAr^xference to a recommendation, made in a March 
2013 NSA Office of the Inspector General report regarding^^^^^K<SA’s purge processes.
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In 2011

associated with a total of erent incidents where a Duree was r earn red.

the Director of Compliance led a purge veri 
identifiers that had been added to the MPL 

whether the underlying objects had in fact been purged from 
storage^^ 

bjects from that sample that had not been initially purged 
were

 NSA advises that it cannot confirm when it completed its 
fccxccutior^fihh^purges to remove these ^^>bjects from its systems, but can confirm that as 
o objects have been removed from NSA systems.
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(£)- In 2012, NS^^Ovcrsiglit and Compliance section led a similar pn^^grification 
sing^^ample of^^Hunique identifiers added to file MPL between

The communications were purged from the^^^^HinUHH

(S)- Although the communications described above were not initially purged from certain 
NSA systems as intended, the unique identifiers of these objects were on NSA’s MPL to prevent 
use in NSA reporting, in FISA applications, or to target pursuant to Section 702.

(S)- NSA has made efforts and continues to make efforts to improve its purge processes. 
Furthermore, as discussed in the Quarterly Report, in addition to i^standa^hrure^liscowrv 
process, NSA has implemented several supplemental processes

|any data that
is identified is removed from NSA systems upon discovery. See Quarterly Report to the Foreign 
Intelligence Surveillance Court Concerning Compliance Matters Under Section 702 of the
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, December 2013, n. 8; see also Semiannual Report of the 
Attorney General Concerning Acquisitions Under Section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act, September 2012, n. 12.

The Department of Justice will include this issue in its quarterly report to the Court 
regarding Section 702 compliance occurrences.

Respectfully submitted,
(b)(6)

Kevin J. O’Connor
Chief, Oversight Section 
Office of Intelligence, NSD
U.S. Department of Justice
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